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From: Diane Henkels <dhenkels@actionnet.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 8, 2020 8:37 AM
To: MOSER Nolan <nolan.moser@puc.state.or.us>
Cc: WALKER Cheryl <cheryl.walker@puc.state.or.us>; Mike Goetz <mike@oregoncub.org>; Pepple,
Tyler <tcp@dvclaw.com>
Subject: Errata Re: SBUA filing per 860-001-0720 Re: Filing Declined 8/31/2020
 
Correcting reference to AWEC-CUB’s Joint Response.
 

Diane Henkels
Attorney, Small Business Utility Advocates
541-270-6001 / utilityadvocates.org

PRIVILEGE AND CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  The contents of this e-mail and any
attachments are confidential.  They are intended for the named recipients only. If you have
received this e-mail by mistake, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the message
and all copies and attachments. 

On Sep 8, 2020, at 7:57 AM, Diane Henkels <dhenkels@actionnet.net> wrote:
 
Greetings ALJ Moser, 
 
Re the correspondence below where SBUA filed a reply and it was declined and
our brief conversation regarding this filing matter.
 
SBUA is prepared to file a reply pursuant to 860-001-0720(4) to an AWEC-CUB
Joint Response 
(https://edocs.puc.state.or.us/efdocs/HAC/ue374hac10112.pdf) 
but has not received a Request to do so per the rule.  SBUA respectfully requests
to be requested to file a reply.  
 
Copy here AWEC-CUB who filed the Response that is the subject of the Reply.  
 
Respectfully, 
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Diane Henkels
Attorney, Small Business Utility Advocates
541-270-6001 / utilityadvocates.org

PRIVILEGE AND CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  The contents of this e-
mail and any attachments are confidential.  They are intended for the
named recipients only. If you have received this e-mail by mistake, please notify
the sender immediately and destroy the message and all copies and attachments. 

On Aug 31, 2020, at 9:58 AM, MOSER Nolan
<nolan.moser@state.or.us> wrote:
 
Hi Diane – I’d like to give you a call to review this issue today. What is a
good number to reach you at?
 
Thanks,
 
NM
 

From: WALKER Cheryl <cheryl.walker@puc.state.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, August 31, 2020 9:57 AM
To: dhenkels@actionnet.net
Subject: Filing Declined 8/31/2020
 
Filing: SBUA filings
We received your filing, but we are declining to process it for the
following reason(s):  Per your request, this submission has been
declined (this email was internal and should not have been sent to the
Filing Center).
Please contact us at puc.hearings@state.or.us or (503)-378-6678 for
more information

 
 

***Please use caution when opening links, attachments or responding to this email as it
may have originated outside of PUC.***
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